
MOBILE I-T STAND 
Exceptional stability for such a small footprint thanks to the 25 kg travelling base with its centre 
of gravity midway between the wheels.

Scorpio MADE IN 

EUROPE
100 % 

Black laminate worktop with built-in hand grip.
500 mm wide - 630 mm deep - 15 mm thick
Height-adjustable from 75 cm to 115 cm.

25 kg cast-iron base (footprint 45 cm x 45 cm).
Lockable wheels with rubber tread

Excellent stability makes it possible to mount multiple 16“ to 32“ 
screens in various configurations (see possible combinations)

Suspended CPU holder.
Maximum size of CPU: height 340 mm - width 110 mm 

Gas-assisted telescopic mast with control knob under worktop.

Adjustable keyboard holder.
- Ideally positioned 4 cm above the worktop leaving ample room 
for documents.
- For prolonged use, keyboard can be placed on worktop.
- When not in use, keyboard can pivot 90°, fully freeing worktop 
space.
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ref: SCPT - RA021 - RA023 - RAM42 - RAE37 - RAD42 - RAD78 - CL1 - UC1
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réf: SCPT 

May be combined with 
following references:
RA 021 
RA 023
RAM 42
RAE 37
Da
RAD42
RAD78
CL1
UC1

Mobile workstation

Comprising
- travelling base
- telescopic mast
- laminate worktop ref: RA023

Multidirectional VESA 
standard mount for 
flat screen size 
- 100x200 
- 200x200

ref: RA021
Multidirectional VESA 
standard mount for 
flat screen size
- 75x75    
- 100x100

ref: RAM42
Standard mast
Height 420 mm

ref: RAE37
Extension mast
Height 370 mm

ref: Da    
Dual mount for two screens side by side

With 2 multidrectional ball and socket mounts
for two VESA standard screens size 75x75 or 100x100

ref: RAD42
Dual mast, height: 420 mm

for one dual screen mount 
(ref Da)

Items compatible with mobile workstation

Possible combinations

Special configurations

Non-standard 
configurations
available on 
request

RA021

CL1
RAM42

UC1

SCPT

ref: RAD78
Dual mast, height: 780 mm

for two dual screen mounts 
(ref Da)
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ref: CL1
Adjustable keyboard holder
pivots round mast

ref: UC1
Suspended CPU holder
maximum CPU size: 
height 340 mm - width 110 mm

RA021

RAM42




